COMMAND STAFF PRODUCTIVITY DASHBOARD
CREATE A CULTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY AMONG AGENCY PERSONNEL
CULTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY
The Command Staff Productivity Dashboard combines with an
agency’s CompStat Management Dashboard (sold separately) to
provide administrators with easy visibility into each officer’s or group’s
workload, performance, and statistics, helping to create a culture of
accountability in the department. Administrators can pull statistics
regarding incidents such as accidents, arrests, citations, and warnings.
Having this data quickly available allows executives and managers to
focus on outcomes and accomplishments in the department, instead
of just a process or statistic.

INCREASED TRANSPARENCY
Using the Command Staff Productivity Dashboard, agency
administrators can create easy-to-read reports with charts showing
various statistics associated with any particular officer or group of
officers in the agency. For example, administrators can create a graph
showing demographic information for each individual an officer has
arrested during the last two years. These detailed reports can also
be shared with the community, improving transparency and building
overall trust between the agency and their community.
COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS
In addition to the crime, accident, and traffic citation information
administrators see when creating reports using the CompStat
Management Dashboard, the Command Staff Productivity Dashboard
can pull any data entered into an agency’s Spillman Flex system that
is attached to an officer’s name. This allows for more robust and
informative reports. The software also includes a mapping feature
that allows supervisors to visually present where the work is needed
and being performed.
SHAREABLE REPORTS
Workstations created in the Command Staff Productivity Dashboard
can be set as “read-only,” allowing administrators to share reports
with other personnel without giving them the ability to modify any
settings or data. This increases shareability, while still protecting the
integrity of the report.
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Users can choose the time frame the report will
show, making it easy to compare statistics from
one period to another.
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Administrators can quickly see statistics on
agency personnel’s performance, including
accidents, arrests, citations, incidents, and
warnings.
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Administrators can quickly compare the
statistics from a particular group using easyto-read pie charts.
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TOTAL SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Spillman’s Integrated Hub™ is an open, centralized database
where all agency information is entered, stored, and extracted
in real time, providing total software integration. This allows
users to enter data once and have it automatically shared
among related modules. Agencies using this module can
optimize their system and enhance productivity through total
integration with other Flex modules.
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